
✓ Terrace ✓ Shower ✓ Air Conditioning ✓ Internet

✓ Bathtub ✓ Television

Smart 2 Bedroom Cannes Group Accommodation

Reference number: CANA022789

Features

Bedrooms 2 Single beds 0

Bathrooms 2 Double beds 2

Toilets 2 Sofa beds 1

Surface 85 m2 Rating ★★ 

Amenities

Description

Smart Cannes rental apartment is positioned just 8-minute walking distance away from the Palais
des Festivals. Located in the oldest Cannes neighbourhood, Le Suquet, the apartment offers the
highest convenience for guests because of its central location. While you stay here, we
recommend you to take a stroll in the wonderfully cobbled old town streets to experience the rich
Cannes history and also visit the Marche Forville, situated just at the foot of the Le Suquet hill. The
spacious living room boasts a comfortable sofa and an open plan kitchen with a dining area. The
kitchen design is crafted elegantly with black cabinets and matching dining table, perfectly
complementing the sophisticated hardwood flooring through the apartment. You can use the salon
as a meeting room as well and the sectional couch can also serve as a sofa bed if you need to
accommodate one extra person. The apartment terrace is provided with quality patio furniture
along with a breakfast table with chairs for 2. The terrace is the ideal spot to enjoy your morning
coffee and clear your mind while you prepare for the day ahead. The larger of the 2 bedrooms is
furnished with a double bed and offers plenty of storage space. The other bedroom also consists of
a double bed. One of the bathrooms comes with all-white tiles and a fitted bathtub and a toilet
while the second one has a standing shower and a toilet. Plenty of large windows inside the
apartment allows proper air circulation throughout the floor space. This Cannes rental
accommodation has all the homey vibes to ensure your comfortable stay while travelling. 
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